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A GENERAL THEORY OF LIMITS. 

BY E. H. MOORE AND H. L. SMITH. 

Introduction. 

I. As to Notions.-In this paper we investigate a simple general limit 
of which, as will appear in ? 5, the various classical limits of analysis are 
actually instances.* The general limit in question is an obvious generaliza- 
tion of the following two limits: 

1. An infinite sequence {an} of real or (ordinary) complex numbers 

an (n = 1, 2, *..) converges to a number a as a limit, in notation: 

Lnoo an = a,-as clearly defined about a century ago,-in case for every 
positive number e there exists a positive integer ne of such a nature that for 

every integer n i ne it is true that in absolute value an- a is. at most e. 
Here the numerical sequence {an } may be considered as a numerically 
valued function a (an In) of the positive integer n (or on the range [n] 
of positive integers n), viz., a(n) an for every n. 

2. Relative to a general (i.e., any particular) class e- [q] of general 
elements q and the class ( = [s] of all finite classes s of elements q, a numer- 
ically valued function a (a (s) Is) on the range S converges to a number 
a as limit, in notation: L,a(s) = a, in case for every positive number e 
there exists a class Se of such a nature that for every class s including Se 
it is true that in absolute value a(s) - a is at most e. The limit (2) belongs 
to General Analysis, i.e., to that doctrine of analysis in which a general 

class, here {D, plays a fundamental role. The limit (2), introducedt in 
1915 by the senior author, plays a central role in his second theory$ of 
Linear Integral Equations in General Analysis. This general theory has 
as notable instances: (a) Hilbert's theory of limited quadratic forms in a 
denumerable infinitude of variables; here the Hilbert space [a] of infinite 
sequences a (a (n) I n) of real numbers with convergent Ina (n) a (n) plays 
a central role; (b) an analogous theory in which the corresponding role 

*The only other attempt in this direction is by Dimitry-Kryjanowsky, Nouvelles 
Annales de Mathematiques, Ser. 4, Vol. 14 (1914), pp. 49-64. In this paper it is shown how 
all the classical limits, by means of a transformation, may be reduced to a certain canonical 
form. The theory is not as general as the present one; indeed it does not include the limit 
2) below. 

t E. H. Moore, "Definition of Limit in General Integral Analysis," Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences, Vol. 1 (1915), pp. 628-632. 

$ (Addition of Sept. 19, 1922.) The basis of this theory is included in his paper, " On 
Power Series in General Analysis," Festschrift David Hilbert zu seinem sechzigsten Geburtstag, 
pp. 355-364, Berlin, 1922, and Mathemrtische Annalen, vol. 86, pp. 30-39 (1922). 
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is played by the Hellinger space [a] of real-valued functions a (a(x) [x) 
of the real variable x on the interval (O x _ 1) with a(O) = 0 and 

Ja (df da(x) convergent, ,B being a fixed monotone increasing function 

of x; (c) various instances involving integration over function-spaces. 
It is obvious that the limits (1), (2) are in close analogy. In each case 

a numerically valued function a = (a (p) Ip) on a certain range $ [p] 
is said to converge, under certain conditions, to a number a as limit; in 
(1) $_ [n], in (2) $= [s]; moreover, notations apart, the condi- 
tions in (1) become the conditions in (2) on replacing the relation _, 
between two positive integers (n _ ne), by the relation including, or :, 
between two classes (s v Se). Thus the authors were led independently 
to the general limit (3) of which the limits (1), (2) are special instances. 

3. Consider a general class $ [p] of members or elements p and a 
binary relation R on the class $; according as an element pi is or is not in 
the relation R to an element P2 write P1RP2 or pi - Rp2. Then we say that 
a numerically valued function a (a (p) Ip) * on the range $ converges (with 
respect to the relation R) to a number a as limit, in notation: 

Lpa(p) = a or La = a, 

or, with the relation R in evidence, 

LPRa(p) = a or LRa = a, 

in case for every positive number e there exists an element pe of such a nature 
that for every PRPe (i.e., for every element p in the R relation to pe) it is true 
that in absolute value a(p) - a is at most e.t 

In order that the theory of the general limit (3) may include the principal 
parts of the theories of the limits (1), (2), we impose upon the relation R 

two conditions obviously satisfied in (1), (2), viz., the conditions: 1) R iS 

transitive (RT),-if pi is in the R relation to P2 and P2 is in the R relation 
to p3, then pi is in the R relation to p3; 2) R has the composition property 
(R0),-for every two (not necessarily distinct) elements PlP2 there exists 
an element P3R(pi, p2), that is, an element p3 in the R relation to each of 
the elements P1P2. 

Thus, as fundamental system I of notions for the general limit (3), we 
have the system: 

= (sf; $~13; Ron$. T); 

* Throughout the paper a will denote a numerically valued function on the range, 
not restricted to be single-valued unless so stated. 

t If a is not single-valued, this inequality is understood to hold for all determinations 
of a(p); unless otherwise stated similar understandings will hold in the case of all inequalities 
involving multiply-valued functions. 
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that is, the class Wf [a] of all real or (ordinary) complex numbers a, 
a general class $, and a binary relation R on the class $ which is transitive 
and has the composition property. 

II. As to Scope.-The present study of the general limit (3) is arranged 
as follows: 

? 1. Elementary theorems. 
? 2. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a limit. 
? 3. Some modes of convergence. 
? 4. Quasi-limits. Upper and lower limits. 
? 5. Limits as to norm. 
? 6. Types of uniform convergence as to a general parameter. 
? 7. Double limits. 
? 8. Lemmas: Revised formulation of certain theorems of Frechet. 
? 9. Composite range. Continuity. 
III. As to Notations.-In order to expound briefly and luminously the 

considerable body of doctrine outlined in II, we make systematic use of 
readily understood notations for constantly recurring logical and mathe- 
matical notions. 

For instance, the definition in I (3) of La = a we write: there exists a 
system (pe I e) such that for every pRpe it is true that I a(p) - a [ e, or even 
more briefly, there exists a system (pe I e) such that 

Ia(p) - aI c e (PRPe). 

Throughout e denotes a positive number. 

? I. Elementary Theorems. 

In the Introduction we have indicated the fundamental system 

= (sf; $4; R on$$T) 

of notions under consideration, and defined the associated limit notion. 
We here add certain simple explanations and propositions. 

It follows from RC that for every element p there is an element pp such 
that pRp. For we have only to take in the definition Of RC pi = p, P2 = p 

and then take pp = p3. 

In case pRp for every p, R is reflexive, in notation RR. It is not assumed 
that R is reflexive. We shall however define an associated relation R* 

which is transitive, has the composition property and is also reflexive. 
We define: piR*p2 in case either piRP2 or pi = P2. The proof that R*TCR 

is simple and is omitted. 
To the definition of limit given in the introduction should be added the 

following one: a converges to o-co (o = + or -) as limit, in notation: 

Lpa(p) = o-oo or La = = oo, 
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or, with the relation R in evidence, 

LPRa (p) = -c or LRa = o-Q 
in case there exists a system (pe I e) such that 

oa(p) _ e (PRPe). 

The limit of a exists in case there exists a number a such that La = a. 
The limit of a exists finite or infinite in case either La = + o, La -o, 
or there is some a such that La = a. 

By a(($o) will be denoted the function a reduced to be on $0 [po], a 
subclass of $; that is, a considered only for elements po of $o. Every 
reduced function a(($o) gives rise to a reduced limit La(So), if R as on $o$o 
has the property C.* The definition of La(($o) is the same as that of La, 
except that all elements p must now be restricted to be of $o. 

By We will be denoted t enlarged by the addition of + oo and -oo. 

Any element of W will be denoted by a*. 
0. If LRa = a*, then LR*a = a*, and conversely. 
1. If La = a* and La = a*, then al*- a* 

By proper choice of notation the possible cases may be reduced to six: 
1) a* and a2 both finite. 
2,r) al= o, a* - o0. 

3o-) ae = oo, a* finite. 
4) a* = +oo, a*= Coo. 

Of these 3o and 4 lead to contradictions, leaving only (1) to be considered 
since 2o- are in harmony with the theorem. Let us consider (1). 

By hypothesis there are systems (pie I e), (P2e l 
e) such that 

la(p) - a* e (PlPie) 

ja(p) - a* 
e 

(PRP2e). 

By RC there then exists a system (pe I e) such that (PeRPle, PeRp2e) for every e. 
Then 

*a2* |-|a* - a(Pe) I + |a?(Pe) - a*|ce 
for every e, so that I -a.I = 0 and a 2 = a*. 

2. If La = a, then Ll = I a .t 
3. If La = a, then L(ca) = ca (c). 
4. If Lai = a1, La2 = a2, then 

L(al + a2) = a, + a2, 
L(a1a2) aia2 

L -=- a (a2 o). a2 a2 
* The relation R as on $o93o is necessarily T. 
t Here I aI, the absolute of a, denotes the function: I a I (P) = I a (p) I (p) . 
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5. If La exists and, for certain cdpo, I a(p) - c d for pRpo, then 

La - cl d. 
6. If a(p) _ c for every p and La exists, then La _ c. 
The proofs of propositions 2-6 are simple. 
A single-valued function a is monotone increasing (relative to R) if 

a(pi) _ a(p2) for every pair (pl, P2) such that P1RP2; properly so if 
a(pi) > a(p2) for every pair of distinct elements (pl, P2) such that P1RP2. 

The term monotone decreasing is similarly defined. 
7. If a is single-valued and monotone, then La exists finite or infinite 

and is equal to Ba* or Ba, that is, B,a(p) or Ba(p), according as a is mono- 
tone increasing or monotone decreasing. 

Assume first that a is monotone increasing and that Bpa(p) = a, a 
finite number. Then there exists a system (pe I e) such that 

a i-a (p,) _- a -e (e). 
Then 

a _ a(p) _ a(pe) a - e (PRPe) (e); 
and hence, 

Ia(p) - al e (PRPe) (e); 

so that La = a. The other cases are treated similarly. 

? 2. Necessary and Sufficient Conditions for the Existence of a Limit. 

1. (Cauchy Condition). In order that La shall exist it is necessary and 
sufficient that there shall exist a system (pe I e) such that 

a a(pi) - a(p2) 1 e (PlRpe, P2RPe) 

This condition is necessary. For there exists a system (pe Ie) such that 

La - a (p) 
e 

_ (PRPe) (e). 

The condition is also sufficient. For there exists a sequence. {p n } such 
that Pn+lRpn (n = 1, 2, 3, * *) and 

a(p') - a(p") I 

for (p'Rpn, p"Rpn). The numbers a(pi), a(p2), ... form a limited or 
bounded set since 

a (pn) - a(p2) | a (pn) - a(pn-1) + * + I a (p3) - a(p2)| 

2 1 

for every n > 2. Hence there exists a subsequence I pnm } such that the 
* Read: the (least) upper bound of a. 
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numerical sequence { a(pnm) m} approaches some number a as a limit.* 
That La = a now follows from the inequality 

a (p) - a a a(p) - a (pnm)| + I ta(Pnm) - a 

2nm + a(Pnm) - a , 

which holds for pRpnm. 

The above theorem is true if R is replaced by R* in the final line, as is 
evident by ? 1, 0. 

2. In order that La shall exist it is necessary and sufficient that 

L1P2[a(pi) - a(p2)] = 0) 

that is, that there exist systems (pie I e), (P2e le) such that 

a a(pi) - a(p2) c e (piRpje, P2Rp2e) (e). 

This theorem follows at once from the preceding and the composition 
property of R. 

3. In order that La shall exist it is necessary and sufficient that there exist 
a system (peI e) such that 

I a (p) - a(pe) c e (pRpe) (e). 

The necessity of this condition follows from the R* form of theorem 1 
and its sufficiency also on taking the pe of the required (pe I e) of that theorem 
as the given pe/2 of the (peI e) of the present theorem. 

4. In order that La shall not exist it is necessary and sufficient that there 
exist eO and a system (plp, p2p p) such that 

PlpRP, p2pRp, I a(pip) - a(p2p) I> eot (p). 

5. In order that La shall not exist it is necessary and sufficient that there 
exist eO and a system (pp I p) such that 

ppRp Ia(p) - a(pp) > eot (P) 

Theorems 4 and 5 follow from 1 and 3 respectively. 
The following theorems involve sequences {pn} and a property: mono- 

tone (R); of sequences and two binary relations Ro, R on the class of sequences. 
A sequence {pn} is monotone (R) in case pn+lRpn (n). The notation 
{pnl} Ro{p"} means that pnRpn (n). The notation {pn} R {jp} means that 
there exists a system (nn I n) such that p,'Rpn (n). Plainly if the relation 
Ro holds for two sequences so does the relation R. 

* The ordinary properties of L. x are here assumed known. 
t If a is multiply valued, this inequality is understood to hold for at least one mode of 

determining the functional values involved. 
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6. If La = a*, there exists a sequence {p?} monotone (R) such that 
Lna(pa) = a* for every sequence {pn } such that {pn}Ro{p }, and also for 
every sequence { pn } monotone (R) such that { Pn } R p. 

Take {p?} such that p?+lRp? (n) and 

| ae-a(P) | -n (pRp?) (n) 

or 
o-a(p) _-: n (pRp?) (n), 

according as a* is finite or equals o-oo, o- = :1:. 

7. La = a* if there exists a sequence {p?} such that Lnoa(pn) = a* for 
every sequence { Pn } monotone (R) such that { Pn } Ro {p }. 

We prove the equivalent contrapositive theorem: 
7'. If it is untrue that La = a*, then for every sequence {pn } there exists 

a sequence {p?} monotone (R) such that { p}Ro{Pn} and it is untrue that 
Lna(p?) -a* 

We have given eo and (p, I p) such that ppRp (p) and (for at least one 
determination of a(pp)) 

a* -a(pp) I>eo (p) 
or 

oa (pp) < eO (p) 

according as a* is finite or equals 0o0 I, o- =. Hence from the given 
sequence {pn} an effective sequence {p'} is obtained by recursion in the 
form {pp,,j on taking pi = pi and for n > 1 pnR(pn, p -A) 

8. The following conditions on a* and the function a are equivalent: 

(A) La = a*; 
(B) There exists a sequence {p } such that Lna (pn) = a* for every sequence 

{pn} such that {Pn}Ro{ p?l; 

(C) There exists a sequence { p" } such that Lnoa(pn) = a* for every sequence 

{pn} monotone (R) such that {pn}Ro{p?}; 

(D) There exists a sequence { po } such that Lna (pn) = a* for every sequence 

{pn monotone (R) such that { pn } R { Po} . 

This follows from 6 and 7. For by 6 A implies B and D; B implies C; 
D implies C; and by 7 C implies A. 

9. In order that La shall exist it is necessary and sufficient that there exist 
a sequence {pn?} such that Ln[a(p') - a(pn)] = 0 for every sequence {pnl 
such that { pn } Ro {P pn } 

The necessity follows from 8. The sufficiency is equivalent to 
9'. If La does not exist, then for every sequence { pn } there exists a sequence 

{pn} such that {P"}Ro{pn} and it is untrue that Ln[a(pn) - a(pn)] = O. 
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In proof of 9' we have given a sequence {pn} and by 5 a number eo 
and a system (p, I p) such that for every p ppRp and a a (p) - a(pp) I > eo. * 
Then, taking the sequence {p, } as sequence {p'}, we have for every n 

p0RPn and Ia(p.) - a (p?) I > e0, t and accordingly, as stated, { po } Ro { pn 
and 'the untruth of Ln[a(pn) - a(p?)] = 0. 

? 3. Some Modes of Convergence. 

The non-existence of La implies by ? 2, 5 the existence of a sequencel { pn } 

monotone (R) such that Lna(pn) does not converge, and for every 
sequence {p?} the existence of a sequence? {pn} monotone (R) such that 
{Pn}R{p?I and Y-n Ia (pn+l) - a(pn) = ??. Hence we are led to formulate 
the following modes of existence (or convergence) of La. 

La exists absolutely in case there exists a sequence { p? } such that 
aIn I a(pn+) - a (pn) < ?? for every sequence {pn} monotone (R) such that 

pn } RI { }. 

La exists unconditionally in case Ln6a(pn) converges finitely (or what is 
equivalent, in case n[ta(pn+i) - a(pn)] converges finitely) for every se- 
quence {pn} monotone (R). 

La exists absolutely-unconditionally in case n, a(pn+i) - ol(pn) I< ? 

for every sequence { Pn } monotone (R). 

I L a = a, the absolute limit of a is a, in case a is the least upper bound 
of Ia (pi) + InI a(pn+l) - a(pn) I for all sequences {Pn} monotone (R). 
Here it would be simpler and equivalent to consider finite (instead of in- 
finite) monotone sequences { pn }. 

By the initial remark, La exists if La exists absolutely or uncondi- 
tionally. Evidently La exists absolutely and unconditionally if La exists 
absolutely-unconditionally. Finally, if IL a exists, then La exists abso- 
lutely-unconditionally and clearly I L a i=_ La 1. 

That La exist unconditionally it is necessary and sufficient that La($3o) 
exist for every subclass 3o of $3 such that R as on '30830 has the property C. The 
condition is necessary, since La, and afortiori La($3o), exists unconditionally, 
and therefore La(($o) exists. To prove it sufficient, that is, that Lna(pn) 
exists for every { pn } monotone (R), take $o = [pn n]. Then there exists 
a system (ne e) such that I La (3o) - a (pn) - e for every PnRpne, in par- 
ticular, for every Pn such that n _ ne + 1. Hence Lna(pn) exists. 

It is readily seen from the second paragraph of ? 3 that if La exists 
then as to the existence of La absolutely, La unconditionally, La absolutely- 

* For at least one determination of a (p) and a (p,). 
t For at least one determination of a(pn), a(p?). 

4 Take pi at random and for every n pn+i = PP.n 

? Take pi at random, p2R(pl, P), P?), and for every n P2n+1 = Pp , p2n-L2R(P2n+l, 
0 1 ) P2n? 1, P2n?2)- 
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unconditionally, I L a a, only the six situations can occur which are indicated 
in the table below. 

Loe La abs. La unc. La abs.-unc. ILIa 
(I) + + + + + 

(II) + + + + 

(III) + + + - - 

(IV) + + _ 

(V) + - + _ _ 

(VI) + - - - - 

Here a + sign indicates the existence of the concept at the head of the 
column, a - sign its non-existence. That these six situations actually 
occur is shown by the following examples (I) ... (VI). 

Let A = a, + a2 + *** = LnAn be an absolutely convergent series. 
Let C = Cl + C2 + * * = LnCn be a conditionally convergent series. De- 
note by $III the class [n] of positive integers n. 

(I) 13 = l. nlRn2 in case ni _ n2. ac(n) = A - A. (n). 
(II) $13 = $13+ ?x. niRn2incaseni -n2; ??R??; ORn (n). ac(n) = n 

(n); a(oo) = 0. 
(III) $3 = $III. fllRln2 in case either ni odd n2 even or n1 n2 (mod 2) 

with ni i n2. a(n) = C - C(fl+l)/2 (n odd), A - An/2 (n even). 
(IV) The same as (III) except that a(n) = n (n odd), A - An/2 (n even). 

(V) $ = $I"'. nlRn2 in case n1 -n2. ac(n) = C - C. (n). 
(VI) The same as (III) except that a(n) = n (n odd), C- Cn/2 (n even) 

? 4. Quasi-Limits. Upper and Lower Limits. 

La = a*, a quasi-limit of a is a*, in case there exists a system (pep I ep) 
such that PepRP (ep) and 

- ac(pep) |c e (ep) or oa(pep) -e (ep), 

according as a* is finite or is uox, o- = . 
Loa = a*, a weak quasi-limit of a is a*, in case there exists a system 

(pe I e) such that 

Ia*-a(pe) | _ e (e) or oa(pe) - e (e), 
according as a* is finite or is o-oo, o- = . 

If $o is a subclass of $ such that $ as on $o$o has the properties TC, the 
notations LaQ($o), Loa(($o) have obvious meanings. For two subclasses 
$1$2 of $ denote by $3R$2 the condition that for every P2 of $2 there is a 
pi of $1 for which plRP2. Hence if $oRl$ R as on $o$o has the properties TC. 

1. If La = a*, then Loa = a*. 
2. In order that La = a*, it is necessary and sufficient that La(($o) = a* 

uniquely for every $OR$. 
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The condition is necessary. Since La a* and $oRl$ there is a system 
(pe l e)ot such that 

Ia* - a(p) | e (PRPe) or o-a(p) 
i e (PRPe), 

according as a* is finite or is o-oo, o-= . Then by means of a system 
(pep I ep)o such that PepR(p, pe) (ep)o, it is clear that Lao($o) = a*. It remains 
to show that LaQ($o) = a* implies a* = a*. From this hypothesis there 
is a system (piep | ep)o such that we have for every e 

Ia' - a(Plep) | - or o-ia(plep) - 
3 ~~~~3' 

la' - a(plep6) I _ e or c-a(piep,) e 
(according to the values of a*; a*), whence the conclusion a = a* 

follows readily. 
The condition is sufficient. The proof is indirect. The untruth of 

La = a* implies the existence of a positive number eo and a system (pp p p) 
such that 

ppRp (p), ja(pp) - a*I > eo (p) or c-a(pp) < eo (p), 

according to the value of a*. Since La = a*, $ being a $oRl$, there is a 
system (Pep I ep) such that 

pepRp (ep), I a(Pep) - a* e (ep) or o-a(pep) -e (ep), 

according to the value of a*. The class 

$? o [po] [pep ppep I ep] 
is a class $oRl$. Hence by hypothesis La(($o) = a*, whereas evidently 

I (a1o) - a*I > eo or c-a($o) < eo. 

This is the desired contradiction. Hence La = a*, as stated. 
We assume a to be real- and single-valued in the remainder of ? 4. 
Associated with a are two functions 'a; a9 (read: a upper; a lower) on 

$ to W*, with 

a(p) _ B P1[PJRP a(pi); a(p) B PiIP1RP a(pi), 

that is, oa(p) is the (least) upper bound of a(pi) for all piRp; cx(p) is the 
(greatest) lower bound of a(pi) for all PiRp. Plainly 'a; a are monotone 
functions decreasing; increasing, and for every p a(p) _- a(p). 

The lower bound Ba = Bpa(p) of the function -a is the upper limit Lao 
of the function a. Similarly the upper bound Ba of a is the lower limit. La 
of a. It is readily seen that La _ LCa. 

3. La = LE; La= La. 
t In this proof the suffix 0 indicates that the elements pe, p, pep, etc., involved belong 

to O. 
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This follows from ? 1, 7. 
4i. In order that La - a, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist 

systems (pe I e), (pp, I ep) such that 

(1) a(p) c a + e (pRpe) (e), 

(2) PepRP, ca(pep) - a - e (ep). 

It is necessary. For there are systems (Pe I e), (pep I ep) such that 
a 

- 
?(Pe) c a + e (e), pepRp (ep), a(p) - a(Pep) e (ep). These systems 

satisfy (1), (2). For a(p) c ?a(Pe) c a + e (PRPe) (e), and a c ((p) 

a a(Pep) + e (ep). 

It is sufficient. For by (1) ?a(pe) c a + e (e); hence La (ape) 

c a + e (e), and accordingly La c a; and by (2) oa(p) _ a(pep) a - e 
(ep); hence -a(p) _ a (p), and accordingly La _ a. Hence La a, as 
stated. 

42. In order that La = a, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist 
systems (Pe I e), (pep I ep) such that 

(I) a (p) _: a -e (pRpe) ,(e), 

(2) PepRp, a(pep) - a + e (ep). 

5. La -a* is equivalent to La L = -a. 
6. La LaE, La = La. 
7. La c La _ La for every La finite or infinite. 
Theorems 5, 6, 7 follow readily* from the definitions and theorems 3, 4. 
8. La = a* is equivalent to La = a* uniquely. 
This theorem follows from 5, 6, 7. 

? 5. Limits as to Norm. 

As basis for ? 5 we take the system 

2;1 = (W; $; R; V) 

where 1, $, R have the same meanings as before and are subject to the same 
postulates, and where vi, the norm, is a real-valued function on $3 to 2f 
which is monotone decreasing (R) and such that Bv = 0. 

Lvo = a*, the limit of a is a* as to the norm v, provided there exists a 
system (de I e) such that for every p such that v(p) c de 

la* -a(p)I e or o-a(p) _ e, 

according as a* is finite or is uoo, o- = -J. 

Associated with v is a relation R' (having the properties T, C of the 
relation R) defined as follows: p1R'p2 if and only if v(pi) c v(p2). It is 

* E.g., if La =- a, from the systems (pe e) (pep I ep) of 42 we obtain a system (pepIep) 
effective for the proof of 62: La = La = a, as follows: For every ep take p' R(P, pe) and 

0 / 

pep ==Pep',p. 
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easily shown that LV and LR, are equivalent: Whenever either LV? or LR',a 
exists finite or infinite, the other does and the two limits are equal. Hence 
the preceding theorems may be applied to LV. In particular LV is unique. 

We are concerned in the sequel with certain relations between LV 
and LR, 

1. If L,a = a*, then LROa = a*. 
Assume a* finite. Then there exist systems (de e), (pe e) such that 

l a* - a(p) j _ e (p with v(p) c d,) (e) 

and v(pe) c de (e). Then I a* - a(p) c e (pRpe), as stated, since 
v(p) c v(Pe) c de (PRpe). The proof is similar for the case a* infinite. 

2. If LROa exists, then in order that Lva shall exist and equal LOa, it is 
necessary and sufficient that there exist systems (de e), (p,1, Iepip) such that 

PepjpRPi, a a(peplp) - ao(p) I c e (e, pi, p with v (p) c de). 

The condition is necessary. Take systems (de I e), (pe e), (pepip I epip) 
such that 

Ia (p) - LvaI :2 (p with v(p) c de) (e), 

V(Pe) C de (e), 

Pep}pRPi, Pep1pRPe (epip). 

(The pep,p may clearly be taken as the same for every p.) Then for every 
pi and e and every p with v(p) c de, we have 

Pep1pRPi, a LX(p) - a(Pep1p) I - I a (p) - Lv,a f + I LvaO - a(Peplp) e, 
as stated. 

The condition is sufficient. Take (p Ie) such that I a(p) - La I_ e/2 
(PRpe). Then for every e and p with v(p) c de,2, we have 

I a (p) - LEa I a(p) - a(p(ei2)'PeP) I +I a(p e,2)p6p)- LRa I e, 
as stated. 

All of the classical limits are limits as to a norm, and as such are instances 
of our general limit. We consider, as examples, the Riemann and Lebesgue 
integrals. 

Let f denote a function of the variable x, x ranging over I: a - x c b 
Take $3 to be the class of all partitions p of I; a partition of I is a set A1, 

, In of intervals non-overlapping (except for end points) such that 
I = I + . ? In. We define v(p) for a partition p = I,, * * *, In as 
the length of the longest Ik (k = 1, *-, n). We say a partition p' = I, 
* 1,In' is in the R relation to a partition p" = I"', I.., i'j if p' is a re- 
partition of p", that is, if every Ik lies entirely in some I" (except possibly 
for end points). Every function f gives rise to an associated (multiply 
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valued) function a on $ to W: a (p) (Ii, *a * *, In) ZEf(xk)Ik, where Ik 
denotes the length (or measure) of Ik and xk is any point of Ik. The ordi- 
nary Riemann definition of integration for a bounded function f is, except 
for form, as follows: If the function f is such that for the associated function 
a, Lva exists, then Lva is called the (Riemann) integral of f from a to b 
and is denoted by f,abf(x)dx. But it follows from 1 and 2 above that LRa 

used in place of L,oa in the definition just given would yield a second and 
equivalent definition. 

This remark is important in that it leads to a simple and natural defini- 
tion of the Lebesgue integral fJabf(x)dx as a limit. To secure such a defini- 
tion from the second definition it is only necessary to define partition diff- 
erently, a partition now being a set of non-overlapping measurable sets 
I,, * * *, In such that I = I, + * * * + In. The junior author hopes soon 
to publish a theory of integration from this point of view which has been 
in his possession since 1917. 

? 6. Types of Uniform Convergence as to a General Parameter. 

The fundamental system for ? 6 is 

2 _ (g; $; R~on T,1. TC; 
. 

that is, the fundamental system of ? 1 with the adjunction of a general class 
= [q] of elements q. 
We consider functions a (a(p) IP) on $ to W; / (/(q) I q) on Q to 

; (p= ((o(pq) Ipq) on $ S to W. Thus a function fo is a function of the 
variables pq which range independently over the (conceptually, but not 
necessarily actually, distinct) classes $S3; we denote by o (o(q) ( p (pq) I P) 
f (ppO) ( (pq) I q) the functions a on $ to f, 3 on S to f obtained from y 
by fixing the respective arguments q, p. With respect to the limits now to 
be defined the argument q plays the role of a parameter. 

Lso = / (QS; unif.), the limit of fo is /3 over Q- uniformly, in case there 
exists a system (pe I e) such that 

I p(po)-/3 _- e (PRPe) (e) 

Lsp = 3 (S; quasi-unif.), the limit of cp is /3 over Q quasi-uniformly, 
in case there exists a system (peq I eq) such that 

(1) the set [pe, I q] is finite (e), 
(2) Sp(pq) - /3(q) Ic e (pRpeq) (eq) 

L /3 (-e; semi-unif.), the limit of co is /3 over e semi-uniformly, in 
case there exists a system (peq I eq) such that 

(1) the set [peq I q] is (finitely or infinitely) denumerable (e), 
(2) | o(pq) -/(q) c e (pRpeq) (eq). 
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L = /3 (Q ; unif.), a quasi-limit of o is : over Q uniformly, in case there 
exists a system (pep ep) such that 

PepRP, I| O(pepO) - J c e (ep). 

= /3 (Q; quasi-unif.), a qutasi-limit of p is /3 over i2 quasi-uniformly, 
in case there exists a system (pepq I epq) such that 

(1) the set [pepq I q] is finite (ep), 

(2) PepqRP, I (pepqq) - d(q) I c e (epq). 

p= /3 (Q; semi-unif.), a quasi-limit of (p is / over S semi-uniformly, in 
case there exists a system (Pepq I epq) such that 

(1) the set [pepq I q] is denumerable (ep), 

(2) PepqRp, | 'P(pepqq) 
- /3(q) I _ e (epq). 

From the definitions of the three quasi-limits L we obtain definitions of 
the corresponding weak quasi-limits Lo by omitting the subscript p and the 
conditions involving R. 

These types of uniform convergence as to a parameter are for use in 
?? 7, 9. Obviously the quasi-uniform convergence L and the uniform 
convergence L are equivalent, and the quasi-uniform convergences L, L, Lo 
imply the semi-uniform convergences L, L, Lo respectively. 

? 7. Double Limits. 

From two systems 
=_ (21; 93'= [p']; R On t3ETc), 2" = (2; 93" [p"/]; R"?n' 1I) 

of the type studied in ?? 1-4 we form the composite system 

(sf; 3 93'$f; R R R /On$TC) 

of the same type. Here 93' 3" are two general classes conceptually (but not 
necessarily actually) distinct; VW13'" is the product or composite class 
[p] a[p'p"] of all composite elements p - p'p"; and R R'R" is the 

composite relation R on $$: P1RP2 p1p1Rp2P2 in case p1R'p2 and pIIR"p'. 

We denote limits, quasi-limits, weak quasi-limits as to R'; R"; R of 
functions cx'; ca"; ax on $'; ID"; $ to 2a by L', L', Lo; L", L", LI'; L, L, Lo, 
respectively. For a function ax on 9 93'9" to 21 L'a is said to exist in 
case for every p" L'a(op") exists, and in this case L'ac denotes the function 
(L'(op") lp") on $9" to 21; etc. 

The iterated double limits L'L", L"L' and quasi-limits L'L", L'L", 
L"L', L"'L' have evident definitions. 'The simultaneous double limit 
(L'L") = (L"L') and quasi-limits (L'L") (L"L'), (LoL'0) _ (LW'L) are 
defined as the simple limit L and quasi-limits L, Lo for the composite 
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system 1. The simultaneous double limits (L'L") (L"L'), (LoL") (L"I%) 
are defined as follows: 

(L'L")a = a, in case there exists a system ( p',1, Iep') such that 

pep7R p , | a - ?a(pep,p") c e(p'R p)(ep'); 

(L'oL")a = a, in case there exists a system (p', p7 Ie) such that 

la- oi(pep") | e (p"ER"pe ) (e). 

The limits (L"L'), (L'oL') are defined similarly. 
1. If La and L'a exist, then L"L'a exists and is equal to La. 
2. If L'a and L"a exist, then in order that La shall exist it is necessary 

and sufficient that L(a - L'a) = 0. 
The condition is necessary.* For by 1 L"L'a exists, equal to La. 

Hence LL'a exists, equal to La, and 

L(a - L'a) = La - LL'a =La - La = 0. 

The condition is sufficient. From the hypotheses we readily secure a 
system (p', Pie, p2e, pi$ | e) such that for every e 

|at(p'p") - L'o(p") c - (p'R*pe, P"R*(P"e), 

|a(pep") - a(pep2) - (pl'R"p2e) P2R"P2e), 

peR p Ie p eR p2e 

Then for every e (p'R'p3, p,R"p6) implies 

a(plp"l) - a(p p")) I a(p'p") -L'a OP 
? | L'o(p")- a(pep") |+ ? Ia(p'p") - a(p'p) | e, 

and hence by ? 2, 3 La exists, as stated. 
3. If L'a exists ($"; unif.) and L"a exists, then La, L'L"a, L"L'a 

exist and are equal. 
This theorem fo llows from 2 and 1, the uniformity implying the sufficient 

condition of 2. 
41. If L"a exists, then in order that (L'L")a = a it is necessary and suffi- 

cient that L'L"a = a. 
It is necessary. We readily secure a system (p',,, p", I ep') such that 

a - (p,p") | -2 (P"RPep,) (ep'), 

ja(pIp'p) -/ L"a(pep o) 
e 

- (ep'). 

* This proof of the necessity was suggested by Professor W. A. Hurwitz of Cornell 
University. 
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Then 

a-L"aI(p ) j a - a-(pe'ppep) I + l(pepp)-L"a(p',cO) l c e (ep'). 

It is sufficient. We secure a system (pep,, p'ep, I ep') such that 

Pep',R'p, a - L a(p' |c e (ep'), e ~~~~~~2 

IL "a(p1po) - a(p',ep") - 2 (P"R"/p") (ep'). 

Then 

a - ta(p'p,p") I I a - L"a(pe',o) I + IL"a(p',,o) - a(p' ,p") I e 
(p R "p'p, (ep') . 

42. If L'a exists, then in order that (L'L")a = a it is necessary and suffi- 
cient that L"L'a = a. 

5. If L'a, L"a, L'L"a exist, then in order that L"L'a exist and equal 
L'L"a it is necessary and sufficient that (L'L") (a - L'a) = 0. 

It is necessary. Now L"(a - L'a) exists equal to L"a - L"L'a, since 
each of thelatter limits exists. Since by ? 4, 2 L'L"a exists uniquely equal 
to L'L"a and obviously L'L"L'a exists uniquely equal to L"L'a, we have 

L'L'(a - L'a) = L'L'a - L"L'a = 0. 

Hence by 4,, (L'L") (a - L'a) = 0. 
It is sufficient. We secure a system (Pie, P2e, 'ep e) such that for every e 

L'L"a - L"a(p>o) e5 (p?R'p; 3 

Ip2eR pley |a(p2ep") - L'a (op") 3 (p"R pe). 

Then 

IL'L"a - L'o(cp")| c IL'L"a - L"a(p2eO) I+ IL"a(p2eO) -a (p2ep")I 

+ a(p2p") -L'a(op") I c e (p"R"p'2) (e). 

6. If L'a, L"a exist, then in order that L'L"a shall exist it is sufficient 
that (L'L'E) (a - L"a) = 0. 

We secure a system (p', pe I e) such that for every e 

| a(p'Pe) -L"a(p 0) 
e 

_ 3 (p'R Pe), 
ja p'p[) L a (pp'o)I (p'R'p) 6 - ~~~3 a(p Pe ) a (pepe) e c3 ( te 

Then 

IaL"Q(po) - L"a(po) IL' 'L"a(po) - a (p'pe) 

+ |a(p'pe) - a(pep")I + I ja(pcp) - L"a(p>o) | e (p'R'p') (e). 
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7. If L'a and L"a exist, then by 5, 6 the following four statements are 
mutually equivalent: 

(1) L'L"a and L"L'a exist and are equal; 
(2) L'L"a' exists and (L'L") (a - L'a) = 0; 
(3) L"L'a exists and (L"L') (a - L"a) 0; 
(4) (L'L") (a L'a) = 0, (L'Lo") (a - L"a) = 0. 

8. If L'a, L"a, L'L"a exist, then in order that L"L'a shall exist and equal 
L'L"a it is suficient that 

L'(a - L'a) 0 ($4"; quasi-unif.). 

'We secure systems (pe I e), (p , I ep"), (pet I e) such that for everv e 

aL"a(p'o) - L'L"aI e 
(p'R'p'), 

3 

[peptlp"] is finite, 

Pep R'Pet I eL'a(cp")- a(p' p") ? c (p") 
|, ?fPev,P) -L ?ofp"mt) - a_p', (pll I Pe ) 

Then for every e p"R"p" implies 

L'oa(yp") - L'L"a c L'a(Op") -(p p) 
+ a(pp) -L (p,o I + IL"a (pe'pc) - L'L"a I Ce 

and accordingly by ? 2, 3 L"L'a exists equal to L'L"a, as stated. 

? 8. Lemmas: Revised Formulation of Certain Theorems of Frechet.* 

As foundation for ? 8 we have the system 

=3 (2; ;; (1.2; Lon e to ZO1.2) 

where D =[q] is a class of elements q; ( = [s] is a class of sequences 
s-{ qn } of elements qn of ZD to which belong 1) for every q of S the iterative 
sequence -{q, = qIn} and 2) every subsequence so of a sequence s of 

5; L is a single-valued function on (E to ZS, associating with every sequence 
s {qn } of 25 a definite element q, the limit of s, denoted by Ls, L { qn } or 

Lnqn, for which 1) LI = q (q) and 2) Lso - Ls for every sequence s of 25 
and subsequence so of s. 

We denote by Q a non-null subset of the class ?2. For every two sets 
Qi Q2 the sum Ql + Q2 and the product Q1Q2 are respectively the least 

* This p" exists since L"a(p'o) exists for every p' and the elements p' , for fixed e 
are finite in number. 

* Frechet, Sur quelques points du Calcul Fonctionnel, Rendiconti . . . di Palermo, 
Vol. 22 (1906). 
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common superset and the greatest common subset of the two sets, while 
the difference Qi -Q2 is the set of all elements q of Qi but not of Q2; thus 
Ql + Q2 is a set Q while one (but not both) of the sets Q1Q2, Ql - Q2 

may be the null set. 
A set Q is closed in case for every s (of (E) in Q the limit Ls is of Q. A 

set Q is compact in case every infinite subset of Q contains an s (of (E) con- 
sisting of distinct elements. A set Q, is a region relative to a set Q2, in 
notation, a region (Q2), in case every sequence s in Q2 with Ls of Q, is 
ultimately in Qi, i.e., every element of s after a certain one is an element 
of Q,; accordingly, every set Q is a region (Q). A set Q is covered by a 
set ER] of regions (Q) in case every q of Q is of some R of [R]. A set Q 
is enclosable in case there exists a denumerable set ER] of regions (Q) such 
that 1) Q is covered by ER] and 2) if an element q of Q is an element of a 
region (Q), say Qo, then there exists a region R of FR] contained in Qo and 
containing q. 

1. If {Qn,} is a sequence of closed compact sets Qn, each containing the 
following, then the product of all the sets Qn contains at least one element q. 

2. If a closed compact set Q is covered by a denumerable set [Ri n] of 
regions (Q), then the set Q is covered by some finite subset of the set [Rn I n]. 

For* otherwise, in contradiction to 1, {Q - (R1 + *.. + Rn) } is a 
sequence { Qn } of closed compact sets, each containing the following, whose 
product is the null set, since every element q of Q is of some region Rn 
and hence not of the corresponding set Qn. 

3. If an enclosable set Q is covered by a set [FR of regions (Q), then it is 
covered by some denumerable subset of the set [R]. 

Denote by ER1] a denumerable set of regions (Q) covering the set Q in 
the sense of the enclosability of Q. An element q lies in a region R and 
accordingly in a region R1 contained in R. Thus the set Q is covered by a 
necessarily denumerable subset FR2] of the set ER1] each of which is in a 
region R. Accordingly the set Q is covered by a denumerable subset [R3] 
of the set [R], as stated. 

From 2, 3 we have the Heine-Borel-Lebesgue theorem: 
4. If a closed compact enclosable set Q is covered by a set [R] of regions 

(Q), then the set Q is covered by some finite subset of the set [R]. 
A function : on Q to aI is continuous at an element q of Q, in case 

Ln,f(qn) = /(q) for every sequence {qn} in Q with Lnqn = q; and it is con- 
tinuous on Q, in case it is continuous at every q of Q. 

? 9. Composite Range. Continuity. 

The theorems of this section are with reference to the foundation. 
1 = (SI; $ o; Ron C QC; (251.2; Lon e to :>1.2 

* Compare Hausdorff, Grundziige der Mengenlehre, p. 272. 
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where the notations have the same meanings as in ?? 1, 6, 8. 
We consider a subset Q of C and a function sp on $Q to W. 
1. If the function sp(po) is continuous on the set Q for every p, and L o(oq) 

exists for every q of Q, then in order that Lq' shall be continuous on Q it is 
sufficient that 

L(- L) = 0 (Q; quasi-unif.). 

Consider an element q of Q and a sequence { qn } of Q with Lnqn = q. 
We are to prove that LnLsp(oqn) exists and is equal to Lsp(oq). This is a 
consequence of ? 7, 8. For Lsc(oqq) exists for every n; Lnsc'(pqj) exists 
for every p; LL.sp(oq.), qua Lp(Goq), exists, and the sufficient condition 
stated implies 

L[o(oq-) - LS(oqn)] = 0 ([n]; quasi-unif.). 

2. If the set Q is compact and closed, and the function sp(po) is continuous 
on Q for every p, LQ(oq) exists for every q of Q, and L(~p - Lp) = 0 

(Q; semi-unif.), then in order that Lq' shall be continuous on Q, it is necessary 
that L((p - Lp) = 0 (Q; quasi-unif.). 

There is a set (piepq I epq ?f Q) such that 

1) [piepq I q f Q] is denumerable (ep), 

2) PlepqRp, | S(plepqq) - Lsc(oq) -2 < e (epq of Q) 

For every (epq of Q) let Qepq denote the set of all elements q' of Q for which 

I P(p1epqq') - Ls (poq') I < e. 

Every set Qepq is a region (Q). Further for every (ep) the set [Qepq I q of Q] 
is a denumerable set of regions (Q) covering Q. Hence by ? 8, 2 there is 
for every (ep) a finite number of them 

[QePqji Qepq2l ] 

which cover Q; for every q of Q set Pepq Plepqi where i is the smallest 
integer such that Qepqi contains q. Then the system (pepq I epq of Q) is 
effective in proof of the desired quasi-uniformity. 

3. If the set Q is enclosable and the function so(po) is continuous on Q 
for every p and Lsp(oq) exists for every q of Q, then if La is continuous on Q 
it is true that 

L(- L) = 0 (Q; semi-unif.). 

For since L(p-Lp) = L - LLsp= Lp-L= 0 (Q), we have 
L(- L) = 0 (Q); hence there exists a set (plepq I epq of Q) such that 

plepqRp, |P(plepqq) - Lsp(oq)| 
e 

< e (epq ofQ). 
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For every (epq of Q) let Qepq denote the set of all elements q' of Q for which 

I 0(plepqq') - Lsc(oq') I < e. Then every Qepq is a region (Q). Further 
for every (ep) [Qepq I qof Q] is a class of regions (Q) covering Q. Then by 
? 8, 3 there is a denumerable subset [Qe1p,q Qepq25 ..] of [QepqI q OQ] 

covering Q; for every q of Q set pepq Pepqi, where i is the smallest integer 
such that Qepqj contains q. Then the system (pepq epq ?fQ) is effective in 
proof of the desired semi-uniformity. 

From 1, 2, 3 we have the theorem of Arzela':* 
4. If sp(po) is continuous on Q for every p and Lsc(oq) exists for every q 

of Q, then in order that Lqp shall be continuous on Q it is sufficient that 
L(- Ls ) = 0 (Q; quasi-unif.). If Q is compact, closed and enclosable, 
then that condition is necessary. 

5. If (oq) is monotone decreasing for every q of Q, it is true that 
(1) if L p exists (Q), then Lsp exists (Q); 
(2) if Lq exists (Q; semi-unif.), then Lq' exists (Q; semi-unif.). 
(3) if Lp exists (Q; quasi-unif.), then Lsp exists (Q! unif.). 

This is easily proved. From 4, 53 we have at once the theorem of Dini: 
6. If Q is closed, compact and enclosable, and the function s0(po) is con- 

tinuous on Q for every p and sp(o q) is monotone decreasing for every q of Q, 
and Lsp = 0, then Lsp = 0 (Q; unif.). 

THE UNIVERISITY OF CHICAGO, 
THE UNIVERSITY OF THE PHILIPPINES, 

October 30, 1921. 

* Arzela, "Sulle Serie di Funzioni," Rend. di Bologna, Ser. V, Vol. 8, 1899. 
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